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Abstract—The Telegrapher’s equations for a general nonuniform transmission line (NUTL) is analytically solved when the
nonuniformities are of sub-wavelength scale. The proposed solution is based on an approximation of the chronological ordering
operator for the Telegrapher’s equations in an arbitrary NUTL.
The proposed approximation is quite accurate when the transmission line has sub-wavelength nonuniformities. The scale of
transmission line nonuniformity is assessed by using the concept
of minimum resolvable length of nonuniformity (MRLN), which is
based on the physically intuitive idea that electromagnetic waves
are not affected by spectrally mild nonuniformities. The MRLN is
inferred by using the spatial Fourier transform of the characteristics impedance of the NUTL. The proposed formulation is verified
by using the measured scattering parameters of three different
NUTLs.
Index Terms—Analysis of microwave passive component, microstrip lines, modeling techniques, nonuniform transmission
lines (NUTLs), passive component modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE NECESSITY of the technological movement toward
small-scale device integration and high-performance microwave integrated circuits (MICs) introduce new challenges
to microwave engineers. One aspect of these challenges brings
into play the use of nonuniform transmission lines (NUTLs),
which find different applications, e.g., in impedance matching
[1], pulse shaping [2], [3], couplers [4], [5], antennas [6], and
filters [7]. NUTLs, because of their capability of providing a
smooth connection between high-density integrated circuits and
their chip carriers, are also employed as an interconnection in
very large scale integration (VLSI) [8], [9]. The immensity of
research devoted to analysis and design of the NUTL is therefore of no surprise [10]–[17].
Nevertheless, finding simple, yet accurate enough expressions for voltage and current distributions in an arbitrary NUTL
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is still required to reduce the use of time- and memory-consuming numerical techniques for design applications. This is
particularly true for an NUTL with sub-wavelength nonuniformities, whose presence can considerably burden the numerical
simulation and even paralyze the possibility of optimized
design. A simple analytical formula is provided in this paper
to reduce the onerous demands imposed by such sub-wavelength nonuniformities. The proposed approach is based on
the analogy of the NUTL and inhomogeneous medium. Since
sub-wavelength inhomogeneities in the latter can be averaged
out and modeled by effective permittivity and/or permeability
[18]–[20], it is not unlikely to get rid of sub-wavelength
nonuniformities in the former by using effective characteristic impedance and/or propagation constant. To achieve
this purpose, the telegrapher’s equations for an NUTL with
sub-wavelength nonuniformity are solved by approximating
its chronological ordering operator. Closed-form expressions
are thus given for the effective characteristic impedance and
the effective complex propagation constant to account for
sub-wavelength nonuniformities. The proposed theory is experimentally verified, when the scale of nonuniformities are
sub-wavelength. A quantitative criterion is provided to measure
the scale of nonuniformity and have it compared against the
working wavelength of the line. The scale of nonuniformity
of the NUTL is determined in terms of the here-proposed
minimum resolvable length of nonuniformity (MRLN), which
is extracted by using the spatial Fourier transform.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the main formulation of the proposed method is introduced and the equivalent uniform TL is presented. Section III presents concepts of
the sub-wavelength nonuniformity. Section IV is dedicated for
explaining of two special cases and some additional considerations. In Section V, experimental results are presented to confirm the accuracy of the proposed model. Finally, conclusions
are made in Section VI.
II. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR SUB-WAVELENGTH NUTLs
It is here assumed that an NUTL can be accurately analyzed
by using the TEM (quasi-TEM for microstrips) modes only.
Given that the voltage and current distributions corresponding
to TEM electromagnetic fields are governed by the telegrapher’s
equations, we have [21]
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where

(11)
(2)

and

(12)
and
(13)

(3)

(14)

In this latter expression,
and
denote the
-dependent distributed circuit parameters of the NUTL.
and
are the NUTL complex propagation constant and
characteristic impedance, respectively, and can be written as

It is now straightforward to convert the above-mentioned
transfer matrix into the scattering matrix, and thus extract the
-parameters for an arbitrary NUTL

(4)
(15)
(5)
It is unfortunately not possible to provide a closed-form expression for the current and voltage distribution within the NUTL.
However, transfer matrix of the current and voltage distribution can be calculated by using Dyson’s perturbation theory
[22]–[26]
(6)
is written in terms of the so-called chronological
where
ordering operator, , [26]
(7)
The first-order approximation of the chronological ordering operator, , then yields the following transfer matrix [27]–[29]:

(16)
where
(17)
Comparing the approximate transfer matrix obtained by using
the first-order approximation of the chronological ordering operator in (8) against the transfer matrix of a uniform transmission line with characteristic impedance of
and complex
propagation constant of
, which reads as
(18)
reveals that an arbitrary NUTL of length can be electromagnetically approximated by a uniform transmission line whose
characteristic impedance,
, and complex propagation constant,
, are as follows:

(8)
Measurements show that the above-mentioned approximation
is accurate enough whenever the spectral contents of the NUTL
nonuniformities are mild enough to be averaged out by the electromagnetic fields propagating along the line. This point is further discussed in Section III, where a quantitative criterion is
provided to measure the spectral mildness of the NUTL nonuniformities. In the following, the here-proposed approximation is
further simplified
(9)
where
(10)

(19)

(20)
The subwavelength nonuniformities are in this fashion averaged out and an appropriate effective characteristic impedance
and complex propagation constant are found. Interestingly, the
effective parameters of the NUTL with subwavelength nonuniformities are not equal to the longitudinal average of -dependent
and
.
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III. APPLICABILITY OF THE PROPOSED APPROXIMATION
Given that the closed-form expression in (8) eliminates
the nonuniformities of the NUTL, and thus substitutes the
nonuniformities by the appropriate average, the accuracy of
the proposed transfer matrix is guaranteed only when the scale
of nonuniformities is subwavelength. This is much like using
a refractive index to describe the optical behavior of crystals
despite the periodicity of the lattice. It is therefore necessary to
quantitatively measure the scale of nonuniformities to ensure
that the nonuniformities can be averaged. To this end, an
MRLN, , is defined by using the spatial Fourier transform
of the characteristic impedance,
, of the NUTL. It is
the quotient of the division of the NUTL length
by ,
where (hereafter referred to as the maximum number of line
divisions) is the minimum positive integer value that satisfies
the following inequality:
(21)
and
is the Fourier transform of the convolution of the
characteristic impedance,
, and the Dirac delta function,
, which can be written in terms of the Fourier transform of the characteristic impedance,
, and the discrete
delta function,

where
is the minimum value of
for
. Similarly, the maximum working frequency for which the proposed
approximation has good accuracy is

(25)

is the maximum value of the effective permittivity
where
of the line
for
. In all tested examples, the level
of error for the working frequencies smaller than
is always
below 5%.
IV. SPECIAL CASES AND FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS
In this section, two special cases are studied in further detail.
First, the proposed approximation is applied to a uniform transmission line and it is shown that
defined in (25) tends to
infinity. This is heuristically justifiable because the proposed approximation incurs no error if the transmission line is uniform.
Second, a periodic transmission line of finite length is considered and it is shown that the MRLN is either equal to the period of the line or is its fraction. Since the propagation of uniform plane waves in one-dimensionally periodic structures is
analogous to wave propagation in transmission lines [30], the
strong dependence of the MRLN on the period of the line is not
surprising because it renders the famous condition of using the
effective medium theory in optical metamaterials, i.e., optical
quasi-static approximation [31]–[34].
A. Uniform Transmission Line

(22)
where denotes the Fourier transform operator and
for
and
. The inequality in (21) guarantees that the
spatial frequencies higher than
are not playing a vital role
because 98% of the energy is within the spatial bandwidth of
. In other words, the length scales smaller than the MRLN,
i.e.,
, has no significant contribution. It is worth noting
that the presence of strong nonuniformities in the characteristic
impedance of the NUTL makes larger, and thus reduces the
MRLN.
Since the scale of nonuniformities is in this fashion measured
by the MRLN, the accuracy of the closed-form expression in
(8) is assured when the MRLN is subwavelength, i.e., when the
MRLN is smaller than the wavelength of the propagating wave.
The wavelength of the propagating wave along the line at each
specific is known in terms of the working frequency, , the
speed of light, , and the effective permittivity of the line at
(23)
and we should have
(24)

For a uniform transmission line whose characteristic
impedance is
, the maximum number of line divisions, ,
tends to infinity
because
.
The MRLN is therefore zero and the maximum working frequency
tends to infinity
. In other words, the
proposed approximation incurs no error and is always valid
because the first-order approximation of the chronological
operator is exact for
and
. As expected,
the effective characteristic impedance and propagation constant
of the line are equal to , and , respectively,

(26)

(27)
B. Periodic NUTLs
For a periodic transmission line of length , we have
, where
is an integer and is the period of the line. It
is then straightforward to show that the MRLN can be written
as the quotient of the division of the NUTL period by
,
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where is the minimum positive integer value that satisfies the
following inequality:
(28)
is the Fourier transform of the convolution of the
characteristic impedance,
, and the Dirac delta function,

(29)
where
for

denotes the Fourier transform operator,
,
for
and
, and
is the Fourier transform of
. The effective characteristic impedance and propagation constant of the line can then
be written as
(30)

Fig. 1. Three different NUTLs used to justify the proposed model. (a) Back-toback linearly tapered width. (b) Saw-tooth width. (c) Back-to-back exponential
width.

(31)
It is worth noting that a uniform transmission line of length
can be considered as a periodic transmission line whose period
could be an arbitrary fraction of . Therefore, the MRLN of a
uniform transmission line tends to zero as it is supposed to be a
fraction of , which could itself tend to zero.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the proposed model is verified by measuring
the -parameters of three different NUTLs shown in Fig. 1.
The dimensions are all marked in this figure. We set
mm,
mm,
mm,
mm,
mm,
mm, and
mm. They
are realized on an RF-35 board whose thickness and dielectric
permittivity are 0.76 mm and 3.5, respectively. Since SMA connectors are used to feed the NUTLs, the coaxial cable-to-microstrip junction whose effects are not included in the proposed
model should be taken into account. This is here performed by
using the simple model of [33], which is comprised of discrete
elements viz. a series inductor and a shunt capacitance.
A. Back-to-Back Linearly Tapered Width
The NUTL shown in Fig. 1(a) is studied first. It is made of
a back-to-back connection of two linearly tapered units whose
widths are linearly varying with the longitudinal distance. Since
the maximum number of line divisions and the overall length of
the line are
and
cm, respectively, the MRLN is
cm, and thus the maximum frequency below which
the proposed model can still enjoy a good enough accuracy is, in

Fig. 2. Comparison of the measured and predicted amplitudes of the -parameters for the NUTL in Fig. 1(a), when the effective parameters in (19) and (20)
are employed.

accordance with (25),
GHz. This is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 2, where the measured scattering parameters at
different frequencies are compared against the scattering parameters calculated by using the here-proposed effective characteristic impedance and effective complex propagation constant.
As expected, the NUTL cannot be replaced with a uniform
transmission line whose characteristic impedance and propagation constant are equal with the here-proposed effective characteristic impedance and effective propagation constant if the
working frequency is above
GHz. It is, however,
possible to substitute the NUTL with a series connection of
uniform transmission lines and thus increase the
. This is
demonstrated by dividing the NUTL into six equilength sections. The MRLN of each section is then
cm,
and the maximum frequency is increased to
GHz.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the measured and predicted amplitudes of the -parameters for the NUTL in Fig. 1(a), when the line is modeled by the series connection
of six equilength uniform transmission lines.

This is shown in Figs. 3 and 4, where the measured -parameters are compared against the modeled -parameters. This time
the measured and the modeled scattering parameters agree with
each other for working frequencies as high as
GHz.
B. Saw-Tooth Width
The NUTL shown in Fig. 1(b) is then considered as the
second example. It has a saw-tooth width profile, which is,
in fact, made by the repetition of four similar units, each
one similar to the back-to-back linearly tapered line studied
in Section V-A. The maximum number of line divisions,
and the overall length of the line are for this specific line
and
cm, respectively. The MRLN is therefore
cm and
GHz. It is, however, worth
noting that since the saw-tooth line can also be considered as
a periodic transmission line of finite length, the MRLN can be
written as
, where
, and
.
The measured scattering parameters at different frequencies
are then compared against the modeled scattering parameters.
A very good agreement is observed between the two for frequencies lying below
GHz. The amplitude of the
-parameters is plotted versus frequency in Fig. 5. The phase
of the -parameters enjoys the same level of accuracy.
It is worth noting that the characteristic impedance and the
propagation constant of the appropriate uniform transmission
line modeling the NUTL at low enough frequencies cannot be
obtained by using the longitudinal average of the characteristic impedance and the propagation constant along the NUTL.
Rather, the weighed averages given in (30) and (31) should be
employed.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the measured and predicted phases of the -parameters
for the NUTL in Fig. 1(a), when the line is modeled by the series connection of
. (b)
.
six equilength uniform transmission lines. (a)

C. Back-to-Back Exponential Width
As another example, an NUTL formed by four units of
lines with back-to-back exponential width profile, as shown
in Fig. 1(c), is considered. Given that the NUTL can be also
considered as a periodic transmission line of finite length, the
MRLN can be written either as
with
and
cm, or as
with
and
.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the measured and predicted amplitudes of the -parameters for the NUTL in Fig. 1(b), when the effective parameters in (19) and (20)
are employed.

The maximum frequency below which the proposed model has
a good enough accuracy is then once again
GHz.
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below
GHz. These figures substantiate the fact that
the nonuniformities the subwavelength scale can, in fact, be
averaged out.
VI. CONCLUSION

Fig. 6. Comparison of the measured and predicted amplitudes of the -parameters for the NUTL in Fig. 1(c), when the effective parameters in (19) and (20)
are employed.

The scale of nonuniformities has been measured by the
here-proposed MRLN. It has been shown that sub-wavelength
nonuniformities of NUTLs can be averaged out by introduction
of effective characteristic impedance and effective complex
propagation constant. The longitudinally inhomogeneous width
profile of the NUTL is in this fashion either homogenized or
smoothed out by substituting the NUTL with either a uniform
transmission line or a series connection of uniform transmission
lines. The maximum frequency below which the proposed averaging of transmission line nonuniformities remains accurate
is obtained by comparing the MRLN against the wavelength
of the propagating wave along the line at each specific . The
scattering parameters obtained by using the here-proposed
effective characteristic impedances and affective complex
propagation constants match quite well with the measured
scattering parameters in three different NUTLs. The proposed
theory parallels the determination of effective permittivity and
permeability of metamaterials at optical frequencies.
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